Abstract: Self-control is a necessary component of subjective effort, but it depends only on farsighted motivation, with no additional, depletable resource. The aversiveness of boring tasks probably comes from their interference with endogenous reward, a new and potentially controversial concept. The self-control needed to stick with any kind of aversive experience increases as the values of the competing motives draw closer together.
Text
Kurzban et al. have ably demonstrated that mental fatigue from doing repetitive tasks is a motivational phenomenon, rather than a matter of resource depletion. In doing so they propose an alternative answer to the basic question of why boredom is aversive: To be adaptive in the evolutionary sense, boredom is said to be a sort of meter that warns us about wasting our attention. But this could be said about nonreward in general. Hard evidence is sparse for their hypothesis about calculating cost-effectiveness, as it is for an alternative possibility that I propose: Monotonous tasks interfere with a baseline level of reward that does not depend on external contingencies, and these tasks require increasing amounts of self-control as this interference continues. I would argue that the latter model offers a more general account of the mental effort required for unrewarding activities.
The remarkable feature of monotonous tasks is that they seem to be worth less than nothing -that is, less than we would get by sitting idle. The authors assign the latter option (daydreaming) a utility of 2 units (sect. 2.4.1) -but what generates those 2 units of reward? Examination of this question can tell us something about our basic mental economies. People do not normally experience aversively low levels of reward in the absence of external sources. During idleness -in what is being called the "default mode" (Spreng et al. 2009 ) -for example, in daydreaming, we seem to generate our own reward. Challenging tasks facilitate this process regardless of the external incentives for them, as in Csikszentmihalyi's "flow" (1990) , whereas boring tasks are characterized by a structured attention that restricts it. When even dull experimental tasks are made more challenging, they become less depleting, as in the authors' example of Converse and DeShon (2009; sect. 3.2.2) . Conversely, the extent to which external incentives can reduce fatigue in monotonous tasks is limited; even an awareness of watching for enemy warplanes does not prevent it (Mackworth 1948 ).
The phenomenology of this reward is familiar, but its causal properties are theoretically problematic. The defining feature of reward is that it selects for behaviors.
In conventional utility theory a person cannot generate her own reward, as that would short-circuit the process that constrains her to behave adaptively. On the other hand, the model that all motivation comes from the expectation of some event-constrained reward is hard to fit to human experience. For one thing, activities that do not perceptibly lead to primary rewards should extinguish -not only doing math problems in experiments, but also playing with smartphones and daydreaming (sect. 2.4.1). For another, the rewardingness of the outcomes of many tasks (in the extreme, puzzles or solitaire) is related more to the nature of the tasks themselves than to whatever events they might predict. Early hypotheses that such examples are based on long chains of secondary reward and broad generalizations (e.g., Dollard & Miller 1950) have not been subjected to later scrutiny, perhaps because they have seemed to be the only possible way that a behavioral economy could be designed. Even precise modern models of reward, such as temporal difference theory (e.g., Daw & Doya 2006) , depict a process constrained to seek external events.
And yet it is possible that the great imaginative power that allows people to outthink our evolutionary predecessors has an inseparable, nonadaptive side feature: the ability to coin reward. I have argued elsewhere (Ainslie, in press ) that the utility-based decision sciences (for example, economics and behavioral and evolutionary psychology) should no longer assume all mental reward to be secondary to some innately determined primary. They should at least allow for the possibility that people can generate reward arbitrarily, limited only by our appetites for the processes involved (variously, an emotion, or curiosity, interest, suspense…). In this approach, the short-circuiting of the selection process is prevented, but only partially, by the incentive not to waste appetite. The hyperbolically based urge for premature gratification of appetites creates a countervailing incentive to link this gratification to external events that are singular and surprising -to bet on them, as it were -as limited occasions for this endogenous reward. Accordingly, someone who invests interest in a game of solitaire must protect this interest by not cheating, and someone who uses a novel to occasion reward must avoid reading ahead. The experience of daydreaming suggests that to some extent we can do without current occasions for reward; but the pathologies of sensory deprivation (Zubeck 1973) demonstrate that even endogenous reward deteriorates without some external occasions. Monotonous tasks accelerate this deterioration. Their defining feature is that they require the person to attend to bad (profuse, unsurprising) occasions for endogenous reward.
The ability to coin endogenous reward may interfere with adaptive goal seeking less than might be expected, because optimal occasioning of reward overlaps extensively with the realistic performance of instrumental tasks: Benchmarks of accomplishments also make excellent occasions, in addition to their (predictive, extinguishable) secondary rewarding effects. By the same token, however, people have an incentive to believe in the instrumental effectiveness of tasks that offer good occasions, a possible explanation for the stubborn inefficiency of many ostensibly productive activities, from "X-inefficiency" (March 1978 ) to pathological gambling. The short span of human evolution should only have required the endogenously rewarding side effect of imagination to be not too maladaptive.
Kurzban et al. do without a concept of self-control, positing only prioritization of tasks (sect. 2.3); but low-priority tasks should demand mental effort only to the extent that they elicit self-control, and even then only when the self-control requires attention. Despite the concreteness of resource-depletion theories, they are correct on that point. And these theories extend to mental effort in activities that are directly aversive, such as cold pressor endurance or prolonged handgrip, as well as those that are unrewarding because vigilance for performance errors feels like wasting resources (in the present authors' proposal) or prevents endogenous reward (as I hypothesize). In all these cases adherence to a less immediately rewarding policy should be felt as mental effort only to the extent that it demands ongoingexecutive function. Forgoing even a strongly motivated activity such as smoking is not experienced as effortful when the person has no doubt that she will succeed (Dar et al. 2005) . The closer the value of the forgone opportunities comes to the motivational basis for the unrewarding activity, the more executive function must be devoted to forestalling contrary urges and weighing whether to continue. .) The aversiveness of sensing inadequate motivation for self-control is therefore an example of a familiar phenomenon, cognitive dissonance (Brehm & Cohen 1962) . This mechanism can indeed produce the appearance that "the estimation of opportunity costs gives rise to the phenomenology of mental effort" (sect. 3.3, para. 3), where "opportunity costs [are] equal to the value of the next-best use of … mental processes" (sect. 2.3.1, para. 2). However, the authors' model implies that subjective effort should be a linear function of forgone opportunity; it is more apt to be an accelerating function up to the point where choice reverses. In either case, mental effort can be accounted for entirely within a motivational model, which I take to be the authors' main point.
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